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This report describes in detail the activities of the United Nations Revolvina

~und for Natural Resources Exploration in 1985-1986 and is submitted in compliance
~ith Economic and Social Council resolution 1762 (LIV), paraaraph 1 (o) 

:onforms to biennial reportina established in General Assembly resolutions 36/200,
0araqraph ii, and 39/217. The report provides information on pr~ramme manaaement,

investment follow-up activities and additional fundina for mineral and qeothermal

projects, comPlementina the annual report of the Administrator: main proaramme

record, and UNDP-administered funds.

The financial presentation hiahliqhts the positive response of the Fund to

zo-financina initiatives. The need for new and h~aher levels of contributions to
the Fund is brouqht to the attention of the Council.
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I. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

i. The overriding priority of the Fund~in 1986 remained the broadenina of the
support base for its development efforts at a time when mineral exploration

financina, world-wide, was at a low point. Pledaes for 1987 were marainallv hiaher
than in 1986. While there is reason to be encouraaed by the recent increase in

donor support in the form of voluntary contributions, particularly the prospects
for third-party co-financina, there is deep concern that the financial base of the

Fund will not arow sufficiently to keep Dace with arowina proiect demand’

2. Many initiatives were taken durina the year to promote the work of the Fund

with a wide range of overseas development aaencies, professional minina aroups,
minina companies and technical and service institutions in the aeoloaic and related

sciences. Such contacts now form the basis of a arowina constituency with aooa
prospects for supportina the Fund actively in the years ahead. Prospects are

particularly promisina for co-financina support of specific projects which would
allow the Fund to allocate its own resources for additional projects.

3. In 1986 the Fund increased the number of its field operational projects to
nine, its hiahest level, with five of its proiects now in Africa. Proaramme

expenditure obliaations increased by 237 per cent over 1985.

4. The Fund be, an field operations in four new mineral exploration projects

(Honduras, C6te d’Ivoire, Kenya (2nd Phase) and Rwanda). With the initiation 
the de.thermal exploration project in St. Lucia, 1986 became the year with the

areatest number of new projects in the history of the Fund. The Fund also
continued its new project development cycle, sendina staff and specialized

consultants to several countries which had expressed an interest in Fund
participation in order to examine exploration possibilities, to evaluate available

data and to discuss the operational system of the Fund with Governments. The
Project "PiPeline" lincluded as Annex I) shows the effort to diversiF v exploration

taraets to include critical and industrial minerals and those with an application

in hiah technoloay fields. In addition to export potential, more consideration is

beino given to domestic markets where there are larae potential import substitution
benefits and prospects for increases in aaricultural and industrial productivity,

includina the mineral processino component of manufacturina.

5. On the world scene, metal prices with some important exceptions, continued to

be depressed. There were further cutbacks in the exploration budders, both

domestic and overseas, of many countries with important minina traditions and there
was a further reduction of new minina ventures. These developments and their

implications for developina countries and for the Fund are beina examined. The

scope of this assessment is hiahliQhted in this report.

6. with the present unfavourable world-wide investment climate in minina, one of

the problems to be faced by the Fund is the difficulty, even with encouraaina
exploration results, of attractina follow-up activities, feasibility studies and

the investment required in the develoPina countries. Potential investors, both
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domestic and foreign, are limitina their activities to opportunities where risks

are minimized and there is a relatively hiah level of confidence in the investment

return over a relatively short time span. The result is that increasinq

exploration activity with hiahly encouraaina results is now required to aenerate

subsequent investment interest.

II. PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES

7. Preliminary results of detailed exploration activity were encouraaina in the
projects in Haiti, Peru, and Sierra Leone and detailed work continued in these

countries in efforts to obtain more precise information. In Haiti, the drilling

programme over the Faille B prospect defined a number of aold-bearinq veins with

potential economic value. Drilling is widely spaced, however, and there exists the
difficulty of extrapolating between drill holes. Short of undertaking underaround

tunnellinq the most cost effective manner in which to increase knowledge of the
veins is additional surface stripping and close-spaced drilling in selected areas

to permit a more accurate estimation of arade and tonnaae. Representatives of
several mining groups have shown interest in the area, the consensus beinq however,

that additional exploration work, as outlined above, is required to raise the level
of confidence of arade and tonnage estimates.

8, In Peru, the work programme in the Ananea area {Area i), involved the

excavation of 33 pits to a total depth of 191.6 metres and drilling for a total of

2,376 metres in six different zones. Heaw mineral concentrates of samples in

Ananea and the Gold content of concentrates determined by the project laboratory in

Arequipa. The results of both pitting and drilling have already outlined zones of
glacial moraine with economic arades and of sufficient volume. However, up to

3,000 metres of more detailed drillinq, as well as extensive pilot testinG, are

needed before sufficient data will be available for more accurate calculations of

reserves and other qeoloalc and economic parameters. Given the aeoloaic
characteristics of this type of deposit, where Gold is found at shallow depths,

there is the advantage that reserves can be determined rapidly with a high
statistical degree of confidence| the technical risks are therefore lower than in

underground mining operations.

9. In Sierra Leone, field operations were concentrated in the Makona {North)

area, where detailed soil samPlinG confirmed the previously detected soil

anomalies. Additional pit and trench samples show only sub-economic Grade aold

mineralization confined to narrow quartz veins of limited extension. In the Mapoko
area, a detailed soil arid was sampled~ the results revealed only two lOw-Grade

anomalous zones. Results over the Yirisen preliminary soil arid are more
promising. Anomalous gold values have been identified over a considerable strike

length which remains open at the north end. Current work is directed to obtaining

more information on the possible bedrock source, prior to taking a cost-benefit

decision to undertake a more detailed exploration programme.

10. By the end of 1986, field work was well under way on the projects approved

earlier in the year by Council decision 86/37 for projects in Honduras and in the
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C6te d’Ivoire. The objective of the project in Honduras is to locate ore-arade

precious and/or base metal mineralization in three zones: Quita Gana (Area I),

Chant6n (Area II) and Yuscar~n (Area III). For loaistical reasons the field 
started in the Yuscar~n area where aeoloaical mappina, aeophysical surveys and

clearance of old underaround workinas were first carried out. Results of these
surveys indicated that diamond drillina was justified and a total of 3,000 metres
of drillina was proarammed. Of this amount, about 2,000 metres in 10 holes was

completed by the end of 1986. The exploration results are promisina and four drill

intersections of the main Guayabillas structure show economic arade of precious

metal mineralization alona a strike lenath of about 500 metres. Mineralization
remains still open at both ends and the deepest intersection shows the vertical

extension of the mineralization to be at least 250 metres. When the proposed

drillina prosramme and other exploration is completed in Yuscar~n, the project will

shift its activities to Quita Gana, Area I, where the exploration taraet is a
skarn-tvpe Zn-Cu deposit.

ii. In the C6te d’Ivoire, stream sediment, panned concentrate and soil samplina

was underway in areas considered to have a potential for Au and Cu-Zn

mineralization.

12. In Rwanda, detailed mapping and soil samplina was carried out in two areas.

aeophysical survey, to delineate better the targets in depth was undertaken prior
to the year end. The project is a follow-up of reaional and semi-detailed work

carried out by UNDP/United Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for
Development fUNDTCD) project in Area I and by Soci~t~ mini~re du Rwanda

(Somirwa)/Bureau de Recherches a6oloaiques et mini~res (BRGM) in Area 

A

13. Work started and was completed on the supplementary exploration proaramme in

Kenya, approved in 1986. The work proaramme included 10 drillholes in the area

known as Wire Hill. No economically sianif~cant mineralization was discovered.
The final report is beina prepared.

14. All the preparatory work was completed prior to initiatina exploration

drillinq in St. Lucia, the first qeothermal exploration of the Fund. It became

necessary to increase the Fund contribution towards the budaet in the St. Lucia

project by more than $500,000, qiven the increased costs associated with the
unforeseen complex technical loaistics for the development of this project in an

island nation. All major contracts were awarded; all major work prior to drillina
was completed in 1986. The drillina of two exploratory wells to an approximate

depth of 2,000 metres each will beain in the first quarter of 1987.

15. Reaardina the aeothermal exploration project in Mexico, the Project Aareement

was ratified by the Government, settinq the staae for preparation of the detailed

work pro(~ramme. Field work is expected to beain in Mexico by mid 1987.

16. With reaard to follow-up investment initiatives, evaluation of the usefulness
of crushed shell/phosphorite for direct application as soil treatment and

fertilizer was completed at the Loudima (Conao) aaricultural station. Impressive
peanut yields have resulted from crushed shell/phosphorite with the addition of one
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ton crushed shell per hectare resultina in a 17 per cent yield increase. Five tons

per hectare produced an impressive 41 Per cent increase in peanut yield. A crushed

shell/phosphorite application of one ton Per hectare resulted in a yield increase
of 72.7 per cent in corn.

17. Field tests show that the crushed shell rapidly increased soil DH to desirable

levels for plant growth and maintained them over two arowth cycles. The

shell/phosphorite additions reduced soil acidity, toxic aluminum and manaanese, as

well as effectively providina the essential plant nutrients calcium and phosphorus
in large amounts and other plant nutrients in lesser amounts. The mixture was

prepared from a bulk sample collected offshore of Pointe Noire. It has therefore
been demonstrated that the utilization of such a mixture in aaricultural production

in the Conao could have a major positive impact on sustained, increased
production. Such results, moreover, suaaest the possible doublina of the offshore

exploitable reserves so far indicated, as the shell fraction could be added to the
phosphorite for aaricultural purposes. Further work aimed at increasina off-shore

reserves will take place in 1987 as part of a comprehensive feasibility study.
Joint financing in the amount of approximately $300,000 is beina discussed with the

Government of France.

18. The final report on the kaolin deposit discovered in Benin was submitted to

the Government. The most favourable zone, known as Adakplam6, has aood quality,
easily accessible kaolin clay reserves estimated at one million tons. With this

quality and quantitv of reserves, there would appear to be a potential for the
profitable local manufacture of industrial ceramic wares for domestic use and for

export to West African markets. The Fund has offered to assist the Government in
efforts to attract interest in carryina out a feasibility study with potential

follow-up investment.

19. The invitation for international biddina in early 1986 for the precious metal

mineralization in Araentina was not successful, as no bids were received. Informal
contacts by the Fund with some of the minina companies that purchased the biddina

documentation indicated that, while recoonizina the very encouraaina exploration
results and the possible economic potential of the mineralization discovered, the

technical and financial risks were considered too hiah, aiven the present state of

knowledae of the deposit, for them to comply with the feasibility studv and

financial investment conditions stipulated bv the Government.

20. An additional $375,000 allocation to the project in Arqentina, which has been

requested for technical appraisal by the advisory body of the Fund, the Joint
Operations Group, is supportive of a new Government Plan of up to $4 million for

additional exploration work and feasibility study on the Huemules precious metals
deposit with a view to brinqina this deposit to the development staaes. The Fund

contribution supports an additional 2,000 metres of drilling to provide more

information of the lateral and vertical continuation of the discovered

mineralization in order to provide reserve estimates with areater reliability, and,

it is hoped to attract minina development financina.

21. With its reduced fundina capacity, the Fund limited further new commitments

after the June Council session to additional fundina requirements in St. Lucia ~/

and initiated the consultation for additional fundina in Araentina. 2--/
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III. FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT

22. The financial picture of the Fund is presented in Annexes II and III. Given

the fact that all the financial resource availability of the Fund for new approvals

was allocated in 1986, a continuous annual flow of new fun~s is required in order
to approve new projects. Notwithstandina funding limitations, it is essential to

continue the identification of new project proposals which require considerable
lead time before potential technical and economic viability can be determined, and

complementary co-financina possibilities can be investiaated.

23. Over the last several years, the administrative budaet of the Fund has been

stable and the number of headquarters posts has remained the same. This has been
the case despite the fact that the number of active projects has increased

dramatically and that the Fund has assumed responsibility for manaaina larqe

co-financina contributions. Headquarters staffina will be kept under constant

review and will be adjusted in accordance with the needs of the proaramme.

24. For plannina purposes, the Fund can count on from approximately $2.5 to

$3.5 million for new approvals from its own resources in 1987. It is also
neaotiatinq for another S4 million in co-financina. Dependina on co-financina

success, the Fund can approve from one to three new mineral exploration projects in
1987.

25. The Fund will also continue the identification and appraisal process of

10-15 possible new projects as well as provide, at the request of Governments,

investment follow-up co-operation on successful completed projects. Given the hiah

costs of aeothermal exploration, the Fund can consider new project appraisals only
if major co-financina interests materialize. Several potential donors have

expressed interest in project development in specific countries. The Fund will
follow up with a limited number of field appraisal missions and discussions with

potential donors with a 1988 taraet for a new aeothermal project approval.

26. The many financial, technical and other uncertainties associated with new

exploration project development have been a lona-standlna preoccupation of the
Fund. The more recent financial constraints haveonly accentuated this concern.

Considerable time, manpower and costs ao into the assessment of numerous possible

project Proposals without knowina in advance whether any uiven proposal will

measure up to the project selection criteria of the Fund or to what extent fundina

will become available to finance new projects,

27. DesPite these uncertainties, the Fund will continue an active project

development policy in response to the arowina demand from the developina countries

for its specialized and unique services. Given the high risk nature of exploration
and the more well-selected projects, the Fund has in its portfolio, the areater the

number of potential "successes". The Fund continues the quest for increasina
financial support while also searchina for innovative means to meet this demand to
the maximum extent possible.

28. Serious financial constraints have further motivated the Fund to seek more

vigorously additional means to finance exploration projects. As noted above,

co-financing is an important complementary fundina source allowina for the poolina

...
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of resources in a joint work proaramme, thereby reducina total exploration costs to
the Fund and extendina its financial capacity to co-operate with a areater number

of developina countries. Financina throuah Manaaement Services is workina

successfully in the St. Lucia aeothermal exploration project with the United States

Aaencv for International Development (USAID). Important aareements with other
donors are in the negotiation staae.

29. Co-financing possibilities will obviously play a role in the project selection

process. While there are diverse priorities and interests amona potential third

party donors, there most probably will be a preference for co-operatina with the

Fund in the lower per capita income countries.

30. The Fund and the Governments of China and Italy reached a tentative aareement

in 1986 to co-finance a pyrophvllite exploration project in Fujian Province in
China. The exploration potential of the two areas selected is considered to be

aood. The delimitation of the exploitable ore within the known occurrences and

subsequent development of any economic mineralization found durina the course of

the work of the Fund would definitely Drove beneficial to the economic development
of Fujian Province and could be followed up rapidly throuah the Provincial Minina

Oraanization. Pyrophyllite is a commodity with numerous industrial uses whose
local demand is steadily arowina and which could be saleable on foreian exchanqe

markets.

31. Co-financina of a aeothermal exploration project in the Yunnan Province in

China is also under consideration. In the taraet area, surface hot water is 96.6
dearees centiarade and isotopic aeothermometres show 240 dearees centiarade.

Should a co-financed project be developed, emphasis would be placed on electric
Dower production with multi-purpose utilization also under consideration.

32. In 1986 the Fund also investiqated possibilities with potential donors for

receivinq expert and consultant services in kind. The response was very
encouraaina and the details are beina worked out with several potential donors for

the institutional financial arranqements and the matchina of available expertise

for specific Fund project requirements. Also for the first time in 1986 the Fund

made use of the United Nations Volunteers [UNV) system in a project in Rwanda and

it is makinq plans to utilize the Associate Expert Scheme, both excellent means to
make use of youna professional talent in exploration aeoloay and related fields.

33. The difficult financial climate demands closer Fund scrutiny of cost/benefit

estimates at the several key decision-makina points in the project development
cycle. The Fund, for example, is lookina for new projects as far advanced as

possible in the exploration cycle where considerable reconaissance work has already

taken place, thus Permittina rapid target selection for detailed exploration and

evaluation work. Risks as well as costs are thereby reduced.

34. Once a project becomes field-operational it is incumbent on manaaement,

whenever possible, to spend less than the maximum approved allocation. The Fund

itherefore is stressina the importance of monitorina and assessina technical results

and their potential economic siqnificance, deciding to terminate work where results

are not sufficiently encouraqina to warrant additional Fund expenditures.

...
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35. Where results are encouraainq, the Fund endorses association of potential

investors at the earliest possible staae in further work. This has been difficult

to accomplish, since in several Fund projects with Promisina results, exploration

risks have either been considered as still too hiah to attract other financinq and
investment interests, or the financial investment conditions stipulated bv the

Government have not been attractive to the private sector.

36. The Fund therefore has decided in several cases to continue with exploration

work and additional expenditures beyond the point where it would have liked to

withdraw in favor of private or public mininq development interests. To do
otherwise would be to abandon indefinitely the potential benefits to the recipient

country, as well as to the Fund.

37. At each staae in the exploration cycle, the objective of the Fund for the

activities it plans to undertake is a more reliable assessment of potential
economic viability leadina down the line to minina investment and production at a

level which attains "profitability" in the traditional financial sense of the

term. Risk factor analysis by the private sector and the balancina of financial
requirements with potential returns becomes an intearal part of the investment
decision process.

38. With respect to replenishment, when the Fund was established the Expert Group

estimated that it would take 20-25 years for the Fund to receive a substantial part

of its financing from replenishment contributions from solid minerals projects.
The Expert Group also predicted that the first replenishment of the Fund should

occur approximately i0 years after the beainnina of operations if operations were

to proaress smoothly. Ten years have now passed and, notwithstandina the depressed

market for minerals, the Fund estimates that four of its successful projects could
be approachina the production staQe: Ecuador (silver); Argentina (gold 

silver); Conao (phosphates); Benin fkaolin). The Fund might therefore receive 

first replenishment contribution in the not-too-distant future.

39. It is important for the Fund to assess how it can better fulfil its mandate.

In so doing, it must take into account the realities of mineral exploration and

mining investment, the financial resources available to the Fund and the priorities

of the developina countries, as well as the investment interests of the

industrialized nations. The Fund has commissioned a study to examine a number of
relevant issues includina project selection criteria, implementation procedures and

financina arranaements, as well as the commodity price outlook in the years ahead.

40. With regard to future projects, the Fund currently has 12 invitations to

undertake projects in various countries. Action is beina taken to evaluate each of

these possible projects with a view to identifyina the most attractive in terms of
the individual country and Fund interests. Attention is beina focused on

broadenina the aeoqraphical distribution of projects. Particular emphasis is beina

qiven to undertakinq projects in Asia and the Far East. Similarly active

consideration is beina qiven to broadeninq the ranae of deposit types being souaht

to include critical and industrial minerals, qiven the increasinq demand for these

commodities.
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Notes

i../ Approved under the Minimum Work authority of the Administrator and
reported to the Council [DP/NRE/PROJECTS/ ).

2--/ APproved under the supplementary fundinq authority of the Administrator
and reported to the Council {DP/NRE/PROJECTS/ ).
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Annex I

PIPELINE PROJECTS

Country Principal Taraets Status

CHINA PyrophvllJte Evaluatorv missions were completed and a

Project Recommendation was PrePared.

Followina comments from the Government,
modifications will be made to the

Project Recommendations. Estimated date
of sianature is approximately mid-1987.

Sources of co-financina funds were
actively followed-up.

DOMINICAN

REPUBLIC

Gold, Manqanese Evaluation mission mounted to assess
potential projects offered to the Fund.

Field evaluation will be undertaken in
the first quarter of 1987 in order to

prepare a Project Recommendation.

GHANA Gold Official request was received from the
Government for Fund to explore for qold

and diamonds. Evaluatory mission
identified potential taraets which will

be assessed in the field durina the
first two months of 1987.

GUATEMALA Gold Project Recommendation beina revised to

include new area, previously excluded.

Followina review of new drillhole

information, Government informed of Fund
willinaness to finance project. Fund is

awaitina Government response.

KENYA Zinc, lead Project request for the exploration of

sedimentary PB-Zn Prospects in the

coastal ranaes was evaluated durina
December 1986. A further specialized

mission was suaaested for early 1987 in
order to prepare a Project

Recommendation. Sources of co-financina
are beina investiaated.

...
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Country Principal Taraets Status

PHILIPPINES Gold, Chromium Gold prospects were evaluated positively

durina the last quarter of 1986.

Chromium possibilities are to be

investiaated durina an evaluatory

mission scheduled for the first quarter

of 1987.

SRI LANKA Titanium An official project request was received

for the evaluation of titanium bearina

heavv mineral sands in southern
Sri Lanka. An evaluatorv mission by a

specialized consultant will be carried

out in the first quarter of 1987.

ST. LUCIA Gold Gold prospects identified throuah

reaional aeochemical survey coverina the

island, were offered to the Fund for

consideration. An evaluatorv mission is
scheduled for early 1987.

TANZANIA Gold and other minerals A project identification mission was
completed in December 1986. The Fund is
now awaitina an official request from

the Government.

ZIMBABWE Gold, Tunasten, other

minerals

A project request is awaited followina a

project identification mission in
November 1987. On receipt of the

official request an evaluatory mission

will be scheduled.
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UNITED NATIONS REVOLVING FUND FOR NATURAL RESOURCES EXPLORATION

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY AND UTILIZATION

(in millions of US dollars)

Io

III.

Availability of resources:

Balance as at I January -

Additional resources received -

Voluntary contributions ~/

Interest and other Income h/

TOTAL

II. Utillzation of resources:

IV.

Pro3ect expenalture ~/
Progra~ae support and

administrative services costs

TOTAL

Balance of resources as at 31 December:

General resources TOTAL

Resources available for further ~rogrammin@:

General resources as at 31 December

(as in III above)

Less: Unspent pro3ect allocations

Balance available as at 3i December

ACTUAL ESTIMATED

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

16.7 13.6 15.3 8.6 8.7

.2 4.4 .4 5.0 3.7
1.8 1.2 1.2 1.0 I.U
2.0 5.6 ~.0 b.0 4.7

i8.7 19.2 16.9 14.6 13.4

3.~ 2.6 b.9 4.5 4.0

i.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 i.4
5.1 3.9 8.3 5.9 5.4

13.6 15.3 8.6 8.7 8.0

13.b 15.3 8.6 8.7 8.0

4.5 13.8 ll.4 a~ 7.0 e~ 3.2 f~

9.lcJ i.5 (2.8) ~ 1.7 4.8

(Footnotes on following page)

A
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~/ Includes $.15 in 1983 in the form of co-financina.

b_./ Includes pre-project expenditures.

c_/ Revised from presentations to the Council in prior years in order to
maintain the uniformity of the calculations.

~/ Based on estimate of total projected expenditures on approved projects

whenever reliable estimate can be made or the maximum allocation approved by
Governinq Council minus the averaae per cent under expenditure on field work

completed projects: 19 per cent.

e_/ 1986 unspent project allocations of $11.0 million plus $.4 million in

additional aPProved allocations for Araentina in 1987 minus project expenditures of

S4.0 million in 1987.

f./ 1987 unspent project allocations of $7.0 million minus project
expenditures of $3.8 million in 1987.

~/ Exclude 1986 $2 million unpaid pledae for Japan.

h/ Includes payment of 65,000 manaqement services fee (USAID} in 1986.

.,,
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UNITED NATIONS REVOLVING FUND FOR NATURAL RESOURCES EXPLORATION
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED IN 1986

(in m1111ons o£ U~ aoliars)

Voluntary contrlDutlons

For 1986 and prlor years

Donor

Balance

31 December 1985

Additions

and

adjustments Collected

Balance

31 December 1986

Pledges

for 19~7

Bangladesh 1 210 3 I 213 - 1 210

Benin 500 - 500 - -
Burundi 877 (71) - 806 -
Chile 5 000 - 5 000 - 5 000
Indonesia 10 000 - i0 000 - 10 000
Iraq 21 290 - - 21 290 -

Japan - 2 000 000 - 2 000 000 - a/
Kenya .... 20 000

New Zealand - 260 417 - 260 417 -
Norway 747 356 D/ 51 655 40i 6b0 397 351 ~/ - ~/
Panama i 000 - - i 000 -

Rwanda 500 - - 500 -
St. Lucia 5 000 - - 5 000 -

Sierra Leone 472 (396) - 76 -

Zaire 500 - - 500 -

TOTAL 793 705 2 3£1 bUS 418 373 2 6~b 940 3~ 21U u_/

a/ Anticipated pledge of $2,000,000.

b/ Pledge for 1986 and 1987.

Pledge for 1987.

d/ Exclude (~/).

A


